
ICO contributors
50% 50% 

Bonus token 
allocation

20% 20% 
Advisors, partners 

and team

17% 17% 
Community 

engagement

7% 7% 
Maintenance

fund

6% 6% 

Hard cap

8 000 000 USD
Total Tokens

(of which 50% circulating supply)
250 000 000 CNS

Soft cap

1 600 000 USD
Cost of Token

0.064 USD

Distribution of Tokens

Service fee's: Transaction,
subscription, payment and gas

Token Pledging
mechanics

Collateral
Pledging

The utility of the CNS token Example of the order books mixed into 1 platform:

BidsAsks

CoinStruction is a framework for 
cross-platform crypto asset exchange 
and market liquidity:

CoinStruction market 
liquidity framework

-  Reliable back-end layer of interoperability and standardization 
    for the crypto market;

-  Liquidity aggregation from different exchanges, trading 
    networks and payment gateways;

-  Transparent order book harmonization and clearance;

-  Advanced order matching and processing features;

-  Efficient cross-platform trade execution through secure APIs.

Our Vision

01Highest liquidity
and order book depth
Overcoming platform boundaries to 
deliver the highest market liquidity 
through an easily accessible 
consolidated order book.

02Integration of 
Top30 crypto exchanges
Rapid expansion of the CoinStruction 
framework by integrating with key 
crypto market players and service 
providers from around the world.

03Fixed-price OTC and 
high-volume trading
Introduction of advances trading tools 
and trade processing options to fulfill 
various market needs for both 
institutional and individual traders.

04Growing the global
crypto industry
Providing the technical solutions 
necessary for growing crypto related 
businesses and supporting global 
crypto adoption.
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PROJECT
ROADMAP

PRODUCTS ROADMAP

CoinStruction
Liquidity Framework

Idea generation, go-
to-market analysis

Business planning, 
products budgeting

CNS token usage & 
distribution

WP writing, smart 
contract encoding 

WP release, legal 
opinion from local 

regulators

CNS token 
generation event

CoinStruction 
ecosystem Marketing 

campaign

CNS token listing 
onto ExMarkets

CNS token listing 
onto CoinSupply

Legal registration in 
Zug, Switzerland, 
team expansion

Connection to 
CoinSupply Orderbooks

Connection to 
ExMarkets Orderbooks

Core MQ client 
connectivity testing, 

event async NIO

Order clearance from 
TPP exchanges

Beta release, third-
part security audit

CNS tokens integration 
within CoinStruction 

ecosystem

Liquidity Framework 
full-deployment

Back-end 
development

Back-end 
development

Connectivity speed 
testing, 10 crypto-
pairs integration

Security testing, 
connection to 

CoiNAM wallet

Alpha release (MVP), 
bug fixing, trade 

history feed

Connection to 
CoinStruction Liquidity 
provider, UI/UX review

Operating license 
acquisition procedure

Beta release, Bug 
bounty program, third-

part security audit

ERC token listing, 
liquidity services

Platform full-
deployment

Back-end 
development

Security testing, 
connection to 

CoiNAM wallet

Alpha release (MVP), 
bug fixing, trade 

history feed

Chart connection to 
TradingView, 5 crypto-

pairs integration

Connection to 
CoinStruction Liquidity 
Provider, UI/UX review

Connectivity speed 
testing, additional 5 

crypto-pairs integration

KYC integration, 
operating license 

acquisition procedure

Beta release, bug 
bounty program, third-

part security audit

Fiat-to-crypto 
implementation

Lending and marging 
trading integration

Platform full-
deployment

Back-end 
development

Connection to 
CoinSupply

Connection to 
ExMarkets

Alpha release (MVP), 
bug fixing

Third-part 
security audit

ERC token 
intregration

Multi-sig 
integration

Wallet full-
deployment

Roadmap


